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We came from our own country in a red room 

which fell through the fields, our mother singing 

our father’s name to the turn of the wheels. 

My brothers cried, one of them bawling, Home, 

Home, as the miles rushed back to the city, 

the street, the house, the vacant rooms 

where we didn’t live any more. I stared 

at the eyes of a blind toy, holding its paw. 

 

 

All childhood is an emigration. Some are slow, 

leaving you standing, resigned, up an avenue 

where no one you know stays. Others are sudden. 

Your accent wrong. Corners, which seem familiar, 

leading to unimagined, pebble-dashed estates, big boys 

eating worms and shouting words you don’t understand. 

My parents’ anxiety stirred like a loose tooth 

in my head. I want our own country, I said. 

 

 

 

 

 

But then you forget, or don’t recall, or change, 

and, seeing your brother swallow a slug, feel only 

a skelf of shame. I remember my tongue 

shedding its skin like a snake, my voice 

in the classroom sounding just like the rest. Do I only think 

I lost a river, culture, speech, sense of first space 

and the right place? Now, Where do you come from? 

strangers ask. Originally? And I hesitate. 

 

Commented [AR1]: “own” – word choice – emphasising 
possessiveness and where they are from, their sense of 
belonging – helps you understand you understand that she 
likes identifying with where she is from. She feels happy and 
safe there, but not here 

Commented [AR2]: A car is being compared to a room at 
home. Why? They are travelling in something that feels 
familiar to them, like a bedroom might. The amily car? She is 
clinging to things that feel familiar to her, that make her feel 
safe.  

Commented [AR3]: “fell” – word choice – something that 
you can’t help or control, something that is happening to her 
– helps you understand that she can’t control her feelings 
either – she is very emotional.  

Commented [AR4]: “singing” – word choice – happiness, 
carefree, optimism, helps you understand that the mother is 
more confident than the children or she is trying to lift the 
mood of her children.  

Commented [AR5]: Sentence structure – repetition – 
emphasises that her brothers are feeling upset, as if this is 
the only word they can say 

Commented [AR6]: “miles rushed back” – personification 
– the poet here envisions the route back to her house, but 
uses language as if it is something worth getting back to. The 
miles rush back as she wants to do herself.  

Commented [AR7]: “blind” – word choice – losing sight of 
where she came from? She’s transplanting her emotions ...

Commented [AR8]: Metaphor – just as an emigrant has to 
go through changes, so does a child move from youth to 
maturity. And you could say this sounds very positive as a ...

Commented [AR9]: The boys here are representing a new 
culture, and new people she isn’t used to – all of the things 
they do seem alien. But she associates the most shocking ...

Commented [AR10]: “anxiety” – word choice – before she 
was singing, but now her mother’s own insecurities are 
coming more apparent.  

Commented [AR11]: Something loose shows something 
unstable. When you are younger, losing a tooth seems like  a 
big deal. Maybe this suggests that it is something she will get ...

Commented [AR12]: Her brother – like the boys eating 
worms – is starting to fit in like the other boys. A big change 
to her brothers in the earlier stanza.  

Commented [AR13]: Not a great deal of shame being felt 
that her brother is eating slugs. She is not embarrassed her 
brothers are also integrating. She’s getting used to it.  

Commented [AR14]: Scots word for a splinter – shows she 
is still retaining her identity somewhat in its use.  

Commented [AR15]: Simile – her accent is being 
compared to a snake going through a transformational 
change. Her accent is changing, becoming like her new ...

Commented [AR16]: The poem ends with a series of 
unanswered questions, as it is representative of moral 
quandary, uncertainty, confusion. She is confused as to what ...
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